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This  article  was  first  published  in  the  December  2015  edition  of  the  Swiss  Railways  Society's  journal  'Swiss
Express'. We are grateful to the Society and the author for enabling it to be republished in our Newsletter; and to
Swiss Post for allowing the use of the illustrations of its products.

The modern Gotthard Road Tunnel under the legendery Gotthard Pass was opened in 1980. The new Gotthard
Base Tunnel (rail) running deep below it will officially open to trains in the first weekend in June this year (full
timetable starts December 2016). It is 57 kilometres in length; 28 million tonnes of rock were excavated during its
construction and 325 trains are due to pass through it. The opening of the Base Tunnel was celebrated by Swiss
Post on the 12th May 2016 with the issue of a set of two stamps, each complete with a minute amount of finely
powdered stone from the tunnel workings affixed to it! They were complemented by two commemorative postal
stationery cards with imprinted stamps of matching designs (Figs. 1 and 2 above). The illustrations show a 'Cargo'
locomotive exiting the northern end of the tunnel at Erstfeld and a 'Re 460' exiting at Bodio to the south. This
article looks primarily at winter conditions on this route over the last 160+ years and into the future. (Editor)

Today in Switzerland the glaciers are fast retreating, heavy snow is no longer certain, and many managers of ski
resorts at around 1,000 metres altitude look anxiously at the forecasts. Brown, bare hillsides are bad for business. 

It was not always so, of course. To give you some idea, perhaps we should first go back to 1850. At that time a
traveller to Milano slept in Luzern, rose early and took the 05.00 steamship from Luzern to Flüelen, arriving at
07.45.  At 08.00 the Gotthard Postal Coach left for Italy,  taking 30 minutes in Andermatt  for lunch.  After the
descent on the south side of the pass, down the hairpins of the Tremolo, it reached Airolo at 17.20. Bellinzona was
reached at 23.05 and after 15 minutes' pause the coach continued to Camerlata, south of Como.

An original 12-seat Postcoach of this era stands in the entrance porch of the Swiss Landesmuseum in Zürich,
complete with its route board Flüelen – Camerlata. Horses were changed at Altdorf, Intschi, Gotthard Hospiz,
Faido, Bodio, Osogna, Bironico, Lugano and Mendrisio. The 12-seat coach needed 5 horses. This is the one that
the artist Rudolf Koller immortalised in his painting 'The Gotthardpost' (Zürich Art Museum). In Amsteg, it was
claimed that 400 horses were engaged on the Gotthard.
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                                                 Fig. 3                                                                                                                          Fig. 4

The good news  was  that  after  a  brief  breakfast,  a  connection  on the  railway,  opened in  1849,  brought  the
passenger after 28 hours into Milano at 08.55.

It may surprise you to know that the same timetable applied summer and winter. When snow lay on the pass,
two-passenger one-horse sledges were used, as also for the mails. When, at whatever season, there were more
passengers,  coaches  and  sledges  ran  in  convoys.  Before  the  Gotthardbahn  opened,  in  1882,  some  70,000
passengers per year, or 200 per day, were using the coaches and sledges of the Gotthard route.

When the railway opened it made possible a journey of 9 hours 20 minutes between Luzern and Milano. The 4
trains daily (including a night service) destroyed however not only the life's work of the Uri and Tessiner Ostlers
and Postilions,  but also that of Graubünden's Lukmanier pass. Indeed, if  Bavaria, St.  Gallen and some British
financiers (who were thinking of the passage to India via Italian ports) had had their way the Lukmanier might
have been our route; but the Gotthard Conference of 1869 chose the Gotthard for the new railway. By the way,
according to the first timetables, you could leave London via Calais, Delle and Basel to catch the next day's 10.00
to Milano in Luzern.

The old Gotthard Tunnel, opened in 1882, is at 1,106 m altitude in Göschenen, and at 1,141m. in Airolo. This was
quite high enough for heavy snowfalls, and if anyone thinks Airolo is the south, the amount of snow deposited by
the Föhn wind coming up wet and cold from the south can teach a hard lesson. The Gotthardbahn had thought it
could  get  away  without  a  rotary  plough;  offers  in  1892  and  1894  from  Germany  were  refused,  with  the
justification that traffic had not been disturbed by snowfalls. On 15 th January 1895  the line was blocked. A letter
to Henschel for a steam powered Rotary was quickly answered, and in January 1896 the Xrotm 100 was delivered.
It first saw action in March 1896, as an avalanche from the Häggrigental blocked the line. It worked until 1975, and
after three last sessions for the cameras, went in 1982 to the Verkershaus in Lucerne. The rotary was kept at
Erstfeld. It was ordered out when snow lay deeper than 50cms. above rail level. It required a locomotive to propel
it, often in fact two. It could handle settled and new snow, but avalanches required great care; the tightly packed
snow may be full of rocks and tree trunks, and broken blades are no help. After the electrification in 1920 a
Crocodile was usually used. If the catenary was damaged a C5/6 2-10-0 was mobilised. These proceedings took
time to organise, raising steam and finding crews, so we should not imagine a flying start to the rescue.

The  list  of  snow  troubles  is  long,  and  not  only  the  plough  was  required.  The  Gotthardbahn  and,  after  its
nationalisation in 1909,  the SBB have built  innumerable galleries  and protective  works  along the line.  But it
remained a mountain route, as in January 1951 when seven avalanches stopped traffic for 35 hours. On 12 th

February 1951 avalanches between Airolo and Ambri, Lavorgo and Bodio stopped traffic for 8 days. Between
Erstfeld and Amsteg a slide in 1956 derailed 10 freight wagons of a passing train. The Kohlplatz avalanche (a
known threat)  on 22nd December 1962 caused an interruption of  40 hours,  and 42 trains,  many with Italian
workers going home for Christmas, were diverted over the BLS - at a time when this was single track. In 1968 from
27th January and again from 11th March, the north slope was interrupted for several days. In 1975, at least 10
avalanches between Erstfeld and Göschenen came down. This time the Easter traffic was diverted. In 2006 the
heaviest snowfall in 20 years hit the Ticino – and it all happened again.
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There are countless stories, and also legends, of trains, travellers and engine drivers, combatting problems the
deep snow can bring. These will have no part in the story of the NEAT Base Tunnel, which remains below 550m
altitude and will rarely see snow as it offers 3 hour journeys between Zürich and Milano. But much has changed;
the 20 million passengers per year, which 20 years ago once travelled the route, are today only about 7 or 8
million. The seasonal workers, the holiday makers to the Adriatic; people on business between north and south;
the big blue sleeping cars; the through coaches between Scandinavia, Holland, Belgium, Germany and Italy, are
gone for ever, like the steam engines of the Gotthardbahn. Changing employment and lifestyles, low-cost airlines,
electronic communications and the ubiquitous private car have all reduced the passenger numbers – the new
lines are now primarily to move freight in a consumer driven society.

Soon you may take the early Eurostar/TGV from London to Zürich, and be in Milano in the evening. You will see no
heaving horses or steam engines, only rarely snow and (in 70 kms. of tunnels), hardly any mountains. Or you can
fly.

A postscript  is  that  in  the summer  months you can still  ride  a  Postcoach,  just  as  in  1870,  twice  daily  from
Andermatt to Airolo (see Figs.  3 and 4 on the previous page).  It  is all  very authentic, especially the lunch at
Gotthard Hospice, and the descent, just like in Koller's painting, down the Tremolo gorge. Your correspondent's
daughters gave him the trip as a present. 

Airolo in the Snow                                                                                                                                               All photos: Bryan Stone or his collection

LUCERNE 2016                                                                                                                                                                     EDITOR
Fifteen of our members and their partners will assemble in Lucerne on the  8th June to celebrate the Society's 70th

Anniversary, described by our Chairman, David Hope, as a “major landmark in the history of the HPS”. Thanks are
due  to  the  organising  committee  of  Neville  Nelder,  Werner  Gattiker,  Bob  Medland  and  Fred  Hoadley;  Rölli
Auctions for making available their fine premises and helping us at every stage; and several of the major Swiss
philatelic  organisations and Robert Wightman, “our man in Switzerland”, for all  their  invaluable assistance.  A
colourful souvenir brochure has been produced for those attending which lists the eight displays to be given by
our Swiss and American friends and the seven by HPS members, including that of our Chairman. Those attending
will include representatives of the Swiss Federation of Philatelic Societies, the Consilium Philateliae Helveticae, the
Swiss Postal History Society, the American Helvetia Philatelic Society and the Dutch Swiss Collectors Society, On
the final day Norton Wragg and Werner Gattiker have volunteered to lead groups of attendees on a tour of the
Museum of Communications in Bern and an excursion to the summit of Mount Pilatus, respectively. I'm sure they
will all return safely, fresh for many more years of enjoyment “Collecting Swiss”. Further details available from
Neville Nelder - email nevillenelder@gmail.com  Tel. 01453 766751. 

FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS
Southern Group - The next all-day Saturday meetings will be on 25th June (participating 'Members' Displays') and
15th October (Eric Lienhard's 'Philatelic World of Chocolate' a.m. and members' displays p.m.). Venue: "The Three
Crowns" at Whaddon, just off the A36 (about 3 - 4 miles south of Salisbury - postcode SP5 3HB). Arrive 10am for
coffee; talks and displays 10.30a.m. to 12.30p.m. and 2.00p.m. to 4.00p.m; lunch 1.00p.m. Further information is
available on the Society's Website or from Werner Gattiker - werner@swisstamps.co.uk, Tel. 01273 845501.
Northern Group - The Group intend to have three meetings again next season (commencing in Autumn 2016)  –
details from David Hope (Tel. 0161 3030091) will follow, in due course.

mailto:nevillenelder@gmail.com
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O.H.M.S. COVERS TREATED AS POSTAGE DUE                                                                                                 BOB MEDLAND

Historically the British government had an arrangement with the Post Office that all unfranked mail marked ‘On
His/Her Majesty’s Service’ or ‘O.H.M.S.’ was to be treated as franked for internal purposes. This included adhesive
labels  for re-sealing envelopes,  either as an economy measure or where sent in payment for return postage.
Presumably  the  government  provided  the  post  office  with  a  global  subsidy  to  pay  for  this  bulk  mailing
arrangement. However, UPU regulations required official mail between member countries to be franked normally.
An example of such a cover is shown above sent from Durham to Switzerland on 16/1//1967, machine-franked in
red ink ‘Official Paid’ between wavy lines. Royal Mail accepted this as correct franking but on arrival the PTT taxed
it 1fr00 as if unfranked. This amount was based on the Swiss 50c foreign letter rate and doubled as penalty. So
why  did  the  PTT  taxe  this  item?  Perhaps  a  postal  clerk  mistook  the  machine-franking  as  simply  a  machine
canceller. Or possibly it was missed due to the faintness of the printing. [Sharp-eyed members may recall that this
cover was shown in black-and-white in the Newsletter August 2005:57 and that Michael Rutherfoord responded
to my query 2005:67, but it is shown here again in colour and in the context of the two following covers.] 

The cover (below left) is an O.H.M.S. cover posted within London on 25/1/1958 but forwarded to Zürich for which
the official free-frank status was invalid. The Swiss post office taxed it correctly on the difference between British
domestic and foreign letter rates, 1½d and 2½d respectively. The taxe calculation was based on the proportion of
the shortfall (1/2½) x Swiss foreign letter rate (30c) = 12c, rounded up to 15c. Under UPU regulations the postage
due was not doubled in this case because the letter had been correctly franked for the initial leg of its journey.
When the postman tried to deliver it and collect the taxe in Zürich no one was available so he left a white message
slip in the letterbox advising the addressee to collect and to pay the taxe at the post office. A counterfoil slip was
stuck on the cover and the 15c postage due stamp was annulled ‘Ungültig’ back at the post office. When the
addressee  came to the  post  office  to  collect  the  item he  re-directed  it  back to  the London address  so the
counterfoil was torn off - the remains of it are visible on the front of the cover. 

Finally, the cover (below right) was found by Wim Jacobi who is editor of ‘Jungfraupost’, the magazine of our sister
society in Holland. This item comprises an O.H.M.S. re-use label stuck on a cover and posted back to Liverpool
from Geneva on 6/11/1950. Possibly it was an expatriate’s tax return. Either the sender realised that the free-
frank label wasn’t valid for posting from Switzerland or he was advised by Geneva post office so had to add the
40c stamp for normal foreign letter postage.  
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THE EARLY YEARS OF OUR SOCIETY AND THE NEWSLETTER                                                                                       EDITOR

We are celebrating the 70th Anniversary of our Society this year – what better excuse to reminisce, hopefully
without  being accused of  being too maudlin  or  sentimental.  I  thought  I'd look back at  the first  year of  our
Newsletter which in 1947/48 was edited by our founder Edward H. Spiro. We do not have a copy of the first
edition (do any of you?), but the 8 editions published in 1948 (each of 6 or, more usually, 4 A4 single-sided pages)
constituting “Volumes One and Two” make fascinating reading. You can see them all on our Archive CD Rom. Set
out below are some “tit-bits” to encourage you to delve deeper in your own time.

In January 1948, the Editor reported that “membership numbers had trebled since the publication of the first
News Letter and they were rapidly approaching the 300 mark”. By January 1949 he could report that “our club has
outgrown its originally set limits and become the largest association of single country collectors in Great Britain.
We have now reached a membership of 400 from all parts of the British Isles and also in Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa, Canada, India, Ceylon and several foreign countries. Many new friends are joining our fellowship
every month.”

It was reported that: “The Swiss Government has asked the Swiss General Post Office to provide a net profit of
75M Swiss Francs from 1950 on . . . . . . . The Swiss Parliament is at present considering a Reform Bill of the State
Finances, in order to consolidate the situation created by the enormous expenditure on defence during the last
war. . . . . . . Swiss philatelists are rather worried that a programme of subsequent commemorative issues and such
like may be devised to secure the (necessary) revenue. There are already some disturbing signs, for instance the
announcement  that  from now on  collectors  can  apply  to  any  post  office  for  entire  sheets  of  stamps  to  be
cancelled to order, or may ask that letters not bearing an address should have stamps stuck on them over the
counter  without  the  letter  ever  being  posted.  An  avalanche  of  special  postmarks  is  also  coming  down  on
collectors.” 

Despite Mr. Spiro's concerns about collectors being potentially exploited, the Society was operating, what seemed
to be, a very popular 'New Issues Service” for their members. The Society had received complaints from British
stamp dealers that the Society was under-cutting their  prices and thus unfairly  competing with the trade. In
August, Mr. Spiro hit back stating: “We have always tried to protect members' interests and to provide Swiss new
issues at the cheapest possible rate. It was never our intention to compete with the stamp retail trade. . . . . . . We
fail, however, to understand why some dealers are charging quite unreasonable prices for current Swiss stamps. . .
. . . . if necessary, we shall register as a business firm for the sole purpose of supplying members with new issues
at a rate which we think fair and not fantastic.” 

The Society was hoping to arrange a group visit to the IMABA Exhibition in Basle – Mr. Spiro had illicited the help
of  the Swiss  Travel  Agency.  Unfortunately  there  was not enough support  for  the venture (a  minimum of  20
members was required to apply for reduced party rates for travel and accommodation), but several members
travelled there independently, including Mr. Spiro. He reported in his preview that “In order to facilitate inspection
in comfort (at IMABA), the P.T.T. have constructed showcases which will  revolutionise the technique of stamp
exhibition. These showcases resemble shop counters, shaped on top like a sloping roof with two rows of glass
plates. Underneath the glass plates a conveyor belt circulates which carries a succession of sheets with mounted
exhibits. The frames are so constructed that one person can look at a group of three sheets at a time, sitting
comfortably in an upholstered chair in front of the long counter. Driven by power and illuminated from inside, the
belt  moves slowly,  leaving  about  two minutes  for  the  examination of  each frame.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Judges of  the
competitions will include, from Britain, Sir John Wilson, Keeper of the King's Stamps and Mr. R.F.A. Riscoe. . . . . . .  
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Courvoisier will  show the making of the stamps, from the artist's design through all  stages to the completed
printing in rotogravure, using some of the machines which were especially brought to Basle from La Chaux-de-
Fonds. . . . . . . . . The opening ceremony will be followed by a banquet, which every visitor can attend. Other
events provided for the visitors will include . . .. . . a gala opera performance and a ball.” Mr. Spiro attended the
event on six consecutive days and reported fully on his impressions – which were very favourable.

Finally, although most of the content of the Newsletter at that time was about Society business or the latest new
issues, three philatelic articles caught my eye:

'Designs for Swiss Issues 1936-1941'* by Hans E. Gaudard (Chief of Section,
Swiss General Post Office) – this described in some detail each of Karl Bickel's
'Small  Landscapes'  issue,  including  some  interesting  information  on  the
development of the final images and the engraver's techniques. An example:
“The 40c. Grey – now re-issued in the new blue colour – shows the little lake
of Seealp, which nestles in the Saentis massif. It is one of the small alpine
lakes in which Switzerland abounds. In spite of the immense abrupt rocks, the
landscape breathes a peculiarly idyllic and charming atmosphere.

Obviously  the  artist  wanted  to  render  this  aspect  and  character  by  light
engraving which cleverly avoids accentuating certain motifs.  In this regard,
the stamp forms an interesting contrast to the 35c. The countryside, deprived
of  all  artificial  ornament,  becomes  complete  and  expressive.  Small,

unimportant details  have been dropped. There is a harmonious solution and happy combination of light and
shadow. Incidentally, there are people who pretend to discover easily the face of a man with a bushy moustache
in the form of the huge central rock. With some imagination this can, indeed, be detected on the stamp. Everyone
will agree that the manner of representing the Saentis summit in the background is superb engraving.”

* This article appeared in the third edition of the Newsletter. The title, as printed, includes the word “(continued)”. We know that the first
part of the article was not in the second edition so, although no copy of the first edition has been found, it would appear that it was

published in the first edition.  

'Swiss Stamps Used in Liechtenstein' by J. Beken (Honorary Secretary of the Liechtenstein Study Circle): “On the 1 st

February 1921, the Liechtenstein Post was transferred from Austrian to Swiss administration and Swiss currency
introduced in the Principality. Pending the arrival of a complete series of Liechtenstein stamps in Rappen and
Francs currency, Swiss postage stamps were used in Liechtenstein from 1st February to 30th September 1921. It will
be appreciated from this short period of usage that Swiss stamps with Liechtenstein cancellations are scarce and
much sought after by Swiss and Liechtenstein collectors. According to an official Swiss Postal Notification, dated
6th February  1922,  the  number  of  Swiss  postage  stamps  issued  for  the  use  in  Liechtenstein  during  the
aforementioned period was 11,352. 

In the hope that fellow collectors may have the opportunity of going through duplicates, the following Swiss issues
are the ones on which to concentrate (years of issue): 1908, 1914, 1916-18 and 1921. The postmarks to watch for
are: BALZERS, ESCHEN, SCHAAN, TRIESEN, TRIESENBERG and VADUZ.

With regard to Postage Due labels, however, as Liechtenstein did not issue her own Postage Due stamps in Swiss
currency until 12th April 1928 Swiss Postage Due stamps were employed from 1st February 1921 until 11th April
1928. The Swiss due issues of 1910 (Zumstein Nos. 29 to 37) and 1924 (Zumstein Nos. 39/41 and 42 to 49 on
smooth paper) are those amongst which to search for postmarks.”

             Werner  Gattiker 
For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
• Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

• "Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
           cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•   Liechtenstein also available.
       Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 -  werner@swisstamps.co.uk

mailto:werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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'World Health Congress Set' – “At very short notice and to the surprise of Swiss
philatelists, the Swiss P.T.T. decided to issue a set of 9 values commemorating
the World Health Organisation Congress to be held from 24 th June to 28th July
1948 at Geneva. The rather puzzling thing about this new issue is that the
stamps  will  not  be  generally  valid,  but  –  according  to  the  official
announcement - “can be used for postage by the delegates and officials of the
WHO only”.

It appears that the Swiss P.T.T., having lost a very convenient revenue from the
sale  of  the  various  League  of  Nations,  International  Labour  Office  and
subsequently the “Courier” stamps for the I.L.O. and the International Bureau
of Education following the establishment of the United Nations office in the
U.S.A. is now looking for other opportunities to issue overprinted Swiss stamps

for other international organisations, which happen to hold congresses in Switzerland. It can only be hoped that
this will not become a practice. The new set will in any case, provide some headache to foreign, and especially to
British collectors, because it is high face value (10.20 Frs.) and the present import and currency restrictions will
make it very difficult to receive sufficient supplies.

The official P.T.T. notice referring to the new issue states: The new set falls into the category of “service stamps”,
analogous to those issues for the I.B.E. and the I.L.O. It will consist of the following values: “Landscapes” in new
colours – 5c. 10c. 20c. 25c. and 40c., and “Historical” designs – 80c. 1Fr. 2Fr. And 5Fr. (large size). The stamps will
be overprinted in three lines in black “ORGANISATION MONDIALE DE LA SANTÉ”. They will  be on sale at the
Philatelic Agency at Berne and at the post-offices at Geneva only. During the congress a special postmark with the
inscription “GENÈVE I-re ASSEMBLÉ MONDIALE DE LA SANTÉ” will be used and on the opening day of the congress
(24th June) there will also be a special First Day Postmark in three languages (German, French and Italian).”

Editor's note: Only five values were actually issued in 1948 (5c. 10c. 20c. 25c. and 40c.). In February 1950 the P.T.T.
issued 77 new “officials” - further overprints for the various UN offices in Geneva, including several high values,
much to the consternation of philatelists in Switzerland, Mr. Spiro and the HPS's Committee. In June of the same
year, announcing its new New Issues policy, the Swiss Post Office Department stated (according to the HPSN's
“correspondent”) that they would take no further part in any issues for the United Nations. In fact the P.T.T. issued
the first sets of stamps with unique designs (i.e. not overprints) for: the UN's European Office in Geneva (in 1955),
the  World  Meteorological  Organisation  and  the  International  Labour  Office  (in  1956),  the  World  Health
Organisation (in 1957) and the International Telecommunications Union (in 1958), as well as several short sets of
commemoratives for UN special events. The United Nations Postal Administration did not issue its own stamps for
use at the Palais des Nations until October 1969.

SwissAir COVERS

Our member John Barrett, currently resident in the Deep South of the United States, recently visited his local
stamp show and was offered a huge 5-volume collection of over 500, all different SwissAir first flight covers. They
were all produced by the Philatelic Club-Swissair which has its HQ in Zürich. They date from the period September
1973 to April 1990 and are all in pristine condition, backstamped properly, etc. If there are any aerophilatelists
interested in such material, John would be prepared to “trade” some or all of them with you. He can be contacted
by e-mail at jstrubelboy@aol.com

NEWS FROM THE LIBRARIAN 

I am delighted to report that I have received a complimentary book for the Society’s library, published and kindly
provided by our ‘cousins’ the Swiss Railways Society. ‘Swiss Postbuses’ by Martin Fisher has hundreds of colour
photos of postbuses set against all kinds of Swiss scenery. It is available from the SRS’s Sales Officer for £12 incl
p&p. Write to: Glyn Jones, Alpiglen, 13 Welland Close, Dalebrook, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DE15 0AG or e-mail
sales@swissrailsoc.org.uk or check the SRS website www.swissrailsoc.org.uk At first glance it looks to be a superb
little book – the first on the subject in English? A full review by one of our own postbus enthusiasts is to follow.

http://www.swissrailsoc.org.uk/
mailto:sales@swissrailsoc.org.uk
mailto:jstrubelboy@aol.com
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REPORT ON THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING IN HARROGATE 2016                                          DAVID HOPE

Members enjoying the break between events at Harrogate. Several of your Committee can be seen, including: Middle row from left – the
Secretary Neville Nelder, Werner Gattiker, the Treasurer Norton Wragg, the Webmaster Fred Hoadley and Back row far right: David Colman.

The Displays
The Heinz Katcher Memorial Display was given by Alan Green. His display was in three parts beginning with the
Helvetic Republic period. Alan outlined the history of Switzerland up to the French Revolution period and then
described the establishment of the Helvetic Republic after the French invasion of 1798. As a result of problems
and disagreements Napoleon imposed the Act of Mediation in 1803 whereby a lot of the old rights were restored
to the Cantons. This resulted in fragmentation as Cantons reverted to using a variety of currencies once more.
Alan illustrated this period in Switzerland with a variety of items showing the various postal markings in use. (See
his  article  in  the  July  2015  Newsletter).  The  second part  of  his  display  dealt  with  the  Bureau of  Education.
concentrating on its work during the Second World War. He showed the special stamps issued by the Bureau and a
variety of covers showing the usage of the stamps on outgoing and incoming mail. He pointed out that the Bureau
provided some 600,000 books to  prisoners  of  war and internees during  this  period.  Finally  Alan showed his
collection based on Adelboden. He said he started this as a result of visiting the place over several years. Once
again he showed a variety of covers and cards illustrating the village itself and its various postal markings. (See his
series of articles in the Newsletter June – October 2014). Alan was thanked by Chairman David Hope for a most
instructive and wide ranging display. 

On the Sunday morning David Hope and David Colman gave a joint diplay on 'Officials and Geneva Offices'. They
began  with  'Officials'  showing  the  various  stamps  with  perforated  cross,  overprinted  cross  and  overprinted
'Officiel'. A variety of covers were shown illustrating the usage of the stamps and the variety of organisations using
them. In particular a number of items showed usage by the Swiss Army during the Second World War. Next came
a section on the League of Nations. Once again the various overprinted stamps were shown with their usage on a
variety of covers. Also shown were the postmarks from various conferences under the League for example the
Disarmament Conference of 1932. The final section dealt with the establishment of the United Nations at Geneva.
Once again the various stamps were shown and their usage on covers along with the various conferences held at
Geneva. It was pointed out that both under the League and the UN up to 1969 the postal arrangements were
under the Swiss Post Office. After the Postal Accord between Switzerland and the UN a UN post office was set up.
However the Swiss post office also continues to operate. In his vote of thanks Neville Nelder said he thought this
was the first time a joint display had been given in the Society.

Other Members' Displays  - On Sunday afternoon four members gave displays. David Whitworth gave a display of
Debt Recovery Envelopes showing how they changed over time. (see separate article below). Kit Jarman showed
the Tell and Tell Boy tête-bêche and se-tenant issues. Norton Wragg displayed a variety of items from Canton
Ticino plus the labels produced by Swiss Post International for use on postcards by tourists in Italy, with examples
used on cards. Finally David Hope showed World Health Organisation, Geneva with stamps and covers. 
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THE RESULTS OF THE SOCIETY'S COMPETITIONS 2016                                                                                       DAVID HOPE

Four entries were received for the Helvetia Silver Cup. After a close contest
the winner was Norman Thompson with his entry of 'Cantonals'. Second was
David Colman with 'The Cross Overprints on Official Stamps'. The other entries
were 'Swiss Provisionals 1915 to 1930' by David Hope and 'Official Perfins and
Overprints' by Bob Medland. Only two entries were received for the Moore
Bowl  (Postal  History)  competition.  The  winner  was  David  Hope  with
'Internment 1940 – 1945'. The other entry was 'Postage Due on Express Mail'
by Bob Medland. 

The illustration shows the Silver Cup, being presented to Norman (right) by
our Chairman,  David  Hope,  who later  received the equally  coveted Moore
Bowl. Congratulations to them both. (Photo – Bob Medland) – Ed.

DEBT COLLECTION ENVELOPES                                                                                                                 DAVID WHITWORTH

My 30-sheet display in Harrogate started with two
examples of the first type of envelope introduced
on 1st  April  1875.  These  had  an  imprinted  50c.
value. As postal stationery items they are listed in
Zumstein's  Postal  Stationery  catalogue  where
some fifteen different types are given. 

A  new  type  of  envelope  was  introduced  in
November 1891, for use after December 1st 1891.
These  had  no  imprint  and  with  one  or  two
exceptions  (see  below),  I  have  no knowledge  of
any  listings.  Stamps  were  required  to  pay  for
postage, registration and the debt collection fee.
An  unused  example  of  the  first  envelope  was

shown, followed by examples showing the many changes made to the design of the envelope throughout their
use, up to the most recent example I have from December 1967. Some of the envelopes were used by large
companies between 1907 and 1915. These were sent to the the Postal Authority in order to receive an imprinted
value; these are again listed by Zumstein as they were considered to be Postal Stationery items. Unused examples
were shown. 

The envelopes bear the reference No. 1550, with the initials of the printer, together with the month and year of
printing. Up to 1930 the number printed was also shown, however this was discontinued in 1931; but in 1967 the
number printed appears again. It is therefore not possible to say exactly how many were printed. However, I have
over seventy envelopes from which it is possible to estimate that "in excess of fifty milllion" were printed. Of the
many examples I have collected, almost all were returned to the sender unpaid. I showed one paid example for a
debt to the Federal Office for Alcohol!  Further information on this subject was set out in my article published in
two parts in the December 2012 and January 2013 editions of the Newsletter.

NEW MEMBER - Eric Hinchliffe is the latest addition to our membership. We wish him a warm welcome and hope
he will benefit fully from the range of services the Society has to offer.  Residing to the east of the Pennines he
might even be able to contribute to the development of the HPS regional group “north of Salisbury/Watford” - see
the AGM Minutes.

AN AUCTION IN ZÜRICH - The next auction of philatelic material from SwItzerland and Liechtenstein by Corinphila
Auktionen AG takes place in Zürich on Friday 17 th June and Saturday 18th June 2016. They have sent us a 270-page
catalogue which can be made available on request (to the Editor) on a first come-first served basis (postage costs
at the borrower's expense). Or you can find details on the auctioneer's website – www.corinphila.ch or contact
them by e-mail – info@corinphila.ch Telephone - +41-(0)44389 91 91 ; Fax +41-(0)44-389 91 95

mailto:info@corinphila.ch
http://www.corinphila.ch/
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TWO INTERESTING PERFINS ON COVER                                                                                                   CHARLES LaBLONDE

Reference to the recent article in the Newsletter on 'Perfins'
(March Page 25). I thought these scans of two WW II items
with  perfin  stamps  (one  in  each  direction)  might  be  of
interest to your readers. 

Left - Letter of 28th October 1941 from Zürich to the National
Geographic Society, Washington, DC. Paid 30 centimes letter
post + 70 centimes airmail surcharge = 100 centimes total.
Routed via Chiasso - Rome - Lisbon - New York. GB Bermuda
Censor Number  5450.  Sent  by  the International  Harvester
Company,  using  two  perfin  stamps  incorporating  the
company logo as shown on the envelope — “IHC”.

Below - Letter of April 1943 (impossible to decipher details of the date stamp) from the Joint Council of the Order
of St John and the New Zealand Red Cross Society, London, to the Geneva Red Cross. Paid 5d for airmail service
with two "NZ" perfin stamps. GB Censor Number 3874 London and German Paris Censorship.

THE MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2016
These are attached to or enclosed with this copy of the Newsletter for your information.

R  Ö  LLI ONLINE AUCTION 16- 2  2  nd  /3  rd   June 2016

In case you have missed the publicity, this auction takes place on 2nd/3rd June. Written bids on the order form
which you will find in the catalogue can be sent by Fax +41 41 226 02 01 or by mail before 2nd June. Or go onto
Philasearch, where you will find more details on each auction lot and where you can place your prebids or bid live.
If you have any queries Rölli can be contacted on: Tel +41 41 226 02 02.

Copyright © The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain and the authors stated. The views expressed by the contributors to
 this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Society. Goods and services advertised are provided for the benefit of members

 and the Society cannot accept any responsibility for subsequent transactions between buyers and sellers.
 For more information on the Society's services go to its Website – www.swiss-philately.co.uk

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
                                                               Printed by the Design and Digital Printcentre, Chichester GB

http://roelli-auktionen.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e388bc9e94a06321f8c403658&id=efac4e4a1b&e=56be312e9d


     HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY         

                    ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

                              MINUTES 1  st   May 2016 

Present were Messrs Hope, Cartwright, Colman, Gattiker, Green, Hill, Hoadley, Jarman, Medland,
Nelder, Sharp, Thompson, Turner, Whitworth, Wragg.

Apologies  were  received  from  Messrs  Donithorn,  Lienhard,  Mistely,  Rosalind  Ragg,  Alison
Kilpatrick.  

The minutes of the meeting held on 26th April 2015 were accepted as a correct record and signed
accordingly. 

Our Chairman, David Hope, recognised the achievement of the Society in attaining its 70th year,
and looked forward to the celebratory event being arranged by the Society at Lucerne in June. He
noted that the Northern group of the Society was now depleted in numbers and its future would now
have to  be under  review,  and that  the  Southern group was flourishing at  its  meeting venue at
Salisbury. 

The Secretary,  Neville  Nelder,  reported  that  one  new  member  had  joined  the  Society  in  the
previous 12 months; there had been four deaths and two resignations. The total membership was
129. There are a further 13 affiliate members through our sister organization in America, the AHPS .

The Treasurer, Norton Wragg, reported on a satisfactory year for the Society, recording a surplus
of £399 for 2015, as compared to a deficit of £116 the previous year. This was principally due to a
reduction in the cost of production and distribution of the newsletter of £688. The balance sheet
remains healthy at £7,597 in the general  fund. As a result the membership rates for 2017 will be
unaltered. The Society will financially support the 2016 celebratory event in Lucerne in respect of
guest speakers and hire of the meeting room, for which allowance was made in the budget. A small
increase in membership is forecast for 2017. The accounts were accepted. 

The reappointment of Julia Tibbles as Auditor was agreed. 

In her absence, the Packet Secretary, Alison Kilpatrick, had submitted an encouraging written 
report . 27 packets had been circulated with total sales of £1,949.45. The Treasurer observed that 
there is a need to clarify income due to vendors as against income due to Society funds, which he 
will address with her in the near future. 

The Librarian, Bob Medland, informed us that, following the intensive review of the material in 
the library, it has been a quiet year with one book purchased and five borrowed. 

In his absence, the  Newsletter Editor, Richard Donithorn, had submitted a written report, listing
the huge range of subjects covered in the journal in the past year, on an increased number of pages.
An opinion was expressed that our newsletter is the best available of those covering Swiss philately.

Fred Hoadley, the Webmaster, reported on additions to the content of the website, and that there are
further additions to be made later in the year. There is a need to share weblinks with other societies.
Comments were made that our website is now the frontdoor for the Society, and that the postal rates
are valuable to members who seek such information. 

Our Chairman proposed a vote of thanks to all active officers for their work and acceptance of their
reports.  This  was  promoted  by Jonathan  Cartwright  and seconded  by Werner  Gattiker;  carried
unanimously. 

The Secretary reported on good progress on the organization of the celebration event in Lucerne
on the 8/9/10 June with some excellent speakers having been found. Invitations had been sent to
relevant Swiss societies, with a good take-up. 



There were no changes proposed in the  membership of the Committee. A resolution to re-elect
them en bloc was proposed by John Turner and seconded by Martin Hill; carried unanimously. 

There were three items of Other Business: 

A. The Committee had identified a need for a  Publicity Officer. This was discussed and it was
agreed that a notice should be put in  the newsletter,  seeking a suitable candidate,  and that the
Secretary should draw up Terms of Reference and a Job Description. David Colman offered his
services in the event that no suitable person could be found. 

B. The possibility of holding a meeting and display at Stampex in February 2017. It was agreed
that this should be pursued, with one objective being to promote the Society. One action would be
to put an advertisement in the Show brochure. Werner Gattiker would look at the impact of the
February meeting at Salisbury before a decision is made. 

C.  The  main  presentation  at  the  Society's  National  Meeting  which  has  been  called  the  Heinz
Katcher Memorial Display will, from next year, be renamed the Peter Vonwiller Memorial Display.
This is in recognition of his exceptional work as Society Secretary for twelve years.


